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Day 1

Mr. David Irven
Mrs. Sally Irven
Mr. Åke Kjellmert
Mr. Tommy Ekmark
Mrs. Ilona Ekmark
Mrs. Liselotte Andersson
th

Sunday 26 March

Angelochori Lagoon; outbound from Thessaloniki; en route to Alexandropoli via Egnatia
Odos.
Weather: sunny and warm (18ºC).
I headed to Thessaloniki airport, where I met Daniel, Åke, David and Sally. Because there were few hours
before the rest of the group arriving, we decided to take a look at the surrounding area. Angelochori Lagoon
gave us good opportunity to observe many waterfowl birds plus some butterflies – Eastern Bath White,
Swallowtail, Red Admiral, Large and Small Whites, Clouded Yellow, Small Copper. Just before we leave a
flock of flamingos flew over us. The rest of the group has arrived and we headed to our first hotel for the
holiday, nicely situated at the coast of Aegean Sea in Alexandroupoli/Dedeagach. Upon our arrival at the hotel
we enjoyed a home-cooked meal in a small fish taverna and retired to rest.

Day 2

th

Monday 27 March

Evros Delta National Park.
Weather: cloudy with strong wind; very cold (7.5ºC÷11ºC).
The day was very cold and quite windy, so first we turn our attention to a small river valley, hoping to be more
sheltered... Alas, here was quite windy, but we move on to Plan B and head to the visitors centre of Evros Delta
National park. After earning our properly prepared permits, we can enter in the maze complex of river beds,
channels and lagoons. We pass through a military checkpoint (the river separates Greece from Turkey), where
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after detailed inspection we can continue further on. Weather conditions are still gloomy, together with strong
and cold NE wind, but the birds are plentiful – egrets, herons, pygmy cormorants, waders, waterfowl... In the
remotest end of this tangle, not far from the sea, we manage to find a flock of pelicans. Slowly we head north,
when a movement among the reeds attracted my attention – Bittern. Time advanced imperceptibly and for
lunch we head to a small village, where we enjoy very warm and cordial welcome. After the enormous and
delicious salads followed skewers, and in the end we served a traditional dessert. In the late afternoon we move
into the neighboring National park - Dadia and started to explore the surrounding area, where we saw several
black storks and many raptors. During the short walk over our heads gliding griffon and black vultures and in
the mud on the path discovered wolf footprints. At the end of the day we decided unanimously that a glass of
wine will reflect favorably and head to the hotel.

Day 3

th

Tuesday 28 March

Badoma & surroundings.
Weather: sunny and breezy; cool to warm (8ºC÷17ºC).
Today a great day was expecting us, which was demonstrated with the first rays of the sun - serene sky and
completely calm. At first we encounter more common species - Painted Lady, Orange Tip, Queen of Spain,
Wood White, Speckled Wood, but rather enjoy the numerous Southern Festoons and Eastern Dappled White,
a the surrounding shrubs in large numbers are Holly Blue. The most numerous seems to be Powdered
Brimstones (Pic. 4), which are everywhere - basking, nectaring, mating. Here we find our main target - False
Apollo (Pic. 2)! Several males give us a great opportunity for long photo sessions, but also have a desire to
find a female one. After pleasant picnic in the shade of century-old trees we head to the next place. Here we
found Nettle-Tree Butterfly (Pic. 5), and patrolling Southern Comma flying overhead. Observe together
Krueper's Small White (Pic. 6) and Southern Small White and the first for the tour Green Hairstreak. On return,
at riverbank we pay attention to a Large Tortoiseshell (Pic. 7). Time flew imperceptibly, the day coming to an
end, and we enjoy a delicious dinner in a small sea-shore tavern.

Day 4

th

Wednesday 29 March

Dadia Forest National Park; Badoma.
Weather: cloudy with brief sunny periods, rainy; cool to warm (10ºC÷23ºC).
After breakfast we dedicate again some time to Dadia Forest to see close up a number of raptors and our efforts
are rewarded - among many Black Vultures and Ravens we observe several Egyptian Vultures, Black Kites
and even Golden Eagle! At the stony riverbed flying several Scarce Swallowtails, Mallow Skipper, Eastern
Dappled White and Eastern Bath White, but it seems too early for Small Bath White... The sun finally makes
its way through the clouds and we decide to focus our efforts on finding a female False Apollo. Ultimately, the
result is not delayed and all manage to make great pictures (Pic. 3) of female in absolutely superb condition.
For the enjoyment of David we find also very fresh Green-underside Blue (Pic. 8). Not very far from our next
hotel we stop at an old Turkish bridge and subsequently examining a small valley, where we observe Brown
Argus, Peacock, Clouded Yellow and also several Nettle-Tree Butterflies and Small Whites. Ultimately slightly
tired but very happy we head to the hotel and for the dinner dive into the typical atmosphere of roaring oriental
city.

Day 5

th

Thursday 30 March

Nestos Gorge.
Weather: sunny, windy/breezy to still; warm (14.5ºC÷23ºC).
The day is dedicated to the spectacular gorge of Mesta River (Nestos Gorge) and its surroundings (Pic. 9). All

this natural creation grabs with its 15 km long and impressive river meanders. Among majestic cliffs are
numerous Southern Small White (Pic. 10), Krueper's Small White, Wall Brown and Orange Tip, and in the
near restaurant we have an ice cream. Spend some time with breathtaking views of the canyon, we take a group
photo (Pic. 1) and for picnic lunch retreated to scenic gazebo. At our next stop among ordinary species found
Eastern Greenish Black-tip (Pic. 11) and Southern Festoon (Pic. 12), a joint occurence of Gruner's Orange Tip
and Orange Tip provides a good opportunity for comparison between them. Not far from a small village
observing Mountain Small White (Pic. 13), when my attention was drawn to the movement under an old walnut
tree – a Little Owl! Most of the group spent the next half an hour chasing and photographing the owl, and on
the rocks there are many endemic flowers. Unfortunately, Liselotte, who was most keen on seeing a Little Owl,
stayed at the hotel... And this day coming to an end, so we withdraw to the hotel and the old city of Xanthi,
where we chatted over a cup of wine or beer before dinner.

Day 5

st

Friday 31 March

Near Krastopole; Plyavne gully.
Weather: partly cloudy, windy to breezy; warm (14ºC÷22ºC).
We head to our last base during the tour - Drama. Morning is gloomy and relatively cool after last nights rain,
so we're heading west. Shortly before noon the sun breaks through the clouds and we stopped by the river. Just
arrived and we found Eastern Baton Blue (Pic. 14), which kindly poses in front of the cameras. Almost
instantly, we saw Grecian Copper too (Pic. 15)! It is very fresh and in pristine conditions and also posing nicely
in front of the cameras. Numerous here are Large Tortoiseshells, few Commas and several species of
woodpeckers. After a light picnic lunch, in the early afternoon, we head to another river valley, where we found
numerous Nettle-Tree Butterflies and Eastern Dappled White. As we walk, we stopped to take pictures of Large
Tortoiseshell, Green-underside Blue, Scarce Swallowtail. New additions to our list are Small Tortoiseshell,
Green-veined White. We finished the day in an attempt to find the elusive Grass Jewel, but alas unsuccessfully... On the other hand, we found there Mountain Small White, Eastern Baton Blue, Peacock,
Speckled Wood, Mallow Skipper.

Day 6

st

Saturday 01 April

Bozdag/Falakro Mt; Bobolets; Plyavne gully.
Weather: sunny and still; cold to warm (5ºC÷22ºC).
After breakfast, we decide to take a look at the highest zone of the mountain, hoping for some additions to the
bird list. Here, at almost 2000 m/ above 6500 ft, it is quite cold, the snow has not yet handover to spring, but
we can admire many species of birds from the open terrace of a nearby café, and undoubtedly the stars were
Balkan Horned Larks. After a picnic lunch in a roadside gazebo with panoramic view, we descend to the
foothills of the mountain where the butterflies are numerous and very active. Eastern Wood White (Pic. 16)
flying low above the ground, and Swallowtails pass in a swift flight, pausing briefly on a nearby flowers.
Several Southern Commas (Pic. 17) patrolling there, but numerous Gruner's Orange Tips (Pic. 18) were the
major attraction. It is worth mentioning also Scarce Swallowtail, Brimstone, Red Admiral, Small Copper. We
finished the day in meadows, densely laden with blooming spring flowers, where we found the year’s first
orchids. Here we come across the first for the tour Small Heaths. After all, we are glad to head to the hotel,
where we have dinner, full of seafood and fish dishes.

Day 7

nd

Sunday 02 April

Angelochori Lagoon; Thessaloniki Airport.
Weather: sunny and warm, still (~20ºC).
David & Sally’s flight today is relatively early, so we take them to the airport, and with the rest we have enough

time for last observations. We choose a place by the sea and, besides the many birds, we enjoy magnificent
views of the snowy Olympus Mt, and the butterflies are many different species of Whites, among them Eastern
Bath White, Eastern Dappled White (Pic. 19), Large White, Small White, Green-veined White. We enjoy a
farewell picnic lunch on the seashore, and after spending so pleasantly about an hour or two, it is time to head
to the airport where we are parting with the intention of seeing on a new butterfly tour organized by Wild Echo
next year.
The tour total came to the impressive for this time of year 43 species of butterflies and more than 120 birds
within a week, spent in beautiful places of Northern Greece.

Pic.1. The group at Nestos Gorge. Left to right: Sally, David, Ilona, Tommy, Mario, Daniel, Åke (Liselotte
missing)

Pic.2. False Apollo, male (Archon apollinus)

Pic.3. False Apollo, female (Archon apollinus)

Pic.4. Powdered Brimstone, female&male
(Gonepteryx farinosa)

Pic.5. Nettle-Tree Butterfly (Libythea celtis)

Pic.6. Krueper's Small White (Pieris krueperi)

Pic.7. Large Tortoiseshell (Nymphalis polychloros)

Pic.8. Green-underside Blue (Glaucopsyche alexis)

Pic.9. Nestos Gorge

Pic.10. Southern Small White (Pieris mannii)

Pic.11. Eastern Greenish Black-tip (Euchloe penia)

Pic.12. Southern Festoon (Zerynthia polyxena)

Pic.13. Mountain Small White (Pieris ergane)

Pic.14. Eastern Baton Blue (Pseudophilotes vicrama)

Pic.15. Grecian Copper, female (Lycaena ottomana)

Pic.16. Eastern Wood White (Leptidea duponcheli)

Pic.17. Southern Comma (Polygonia egea)

Pic.18. Gruner's Orange Tip (Anthocharis gruneri)

Pic.19. Eastern Dappled White (Euchloe ausonia)

